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Regulation of Cyber Security Standards for Private 
Market

The regulation of cyber security 

standards in the private sector poses 

a plethora of unique dilemmas

Introduction of a national cyber 

security regulatory regime to market 

sectors already saturated with 

regulations

Global actors might face already 

existing regulatory regimes → or 

even conflicts.

Possibility for comparative research:

Between different national 

cybersecurity legislations and 

policies.

Between parallel legal schemes and 

regulations:

• Between sub-sectors

• Privacy or data protection

Purpose: advance legal research 

concerning such dilemmas

Meeting with stakeholders

Writing policy papers



Two regulatory regimes –
Cyber-security and data protection

Cyber security

 Why do we regulate for 

cybersecurity? 

 Rapid growing (cyber) threats

 Lack of investment

 Securing digital/critical 

infrastructures of cyberspace

Data protection

 Why do we regulate for data protection?

 Promotion of dignity and autonomy

 Protection against information as a tool of 

tyranny

 An instrumental aspect (self-development)

 Regulate the free flow of information

Cyber-security Data-
Protection



Rule-makers

Who adopts the policy and sets the rule?

 Who is appointing regulators?

 Bureaucratic and administrative 

agencies.

 More and more also private (neo-

liberal policies).

 Who is adopting policy instruments?

Figures from: Levi-Faur (2011)



Who is being regulated?

Rule-takers – who needs to 
implement the rules?

Data Protection: (Global) controllers 
& processors

Cyber-security: Private 
manufactures of ICT products and 

services, critical infrastructure…

Rule-beneficiaries – who directly or 
indirectly benefits from the regulation?

Consumer empowerment model

E.g., consent

Regulatory intermediaries (R-I-T 
model)

Make regulation indirect

Provide capacities

Take upon roles – rule-making, 
implementation, monitoring, or 

enforcement.

Can be captured



Israeli cases of regulatory intermediation

Method:
Four Israeli cases studies:

•Cyber security:

•Protection of Privacy Act

•Environment protection

•Banking

Macro:
How the legislation or 

regulation have inserted the 

requirement to assign a 

regulatory intermediary in the 

context of cyber-security

The policies adopted 

regarding cyber security and 

data protection

Meso
How the regulation addresses 

the sector or the profession (in 

contrast to the actual roles 

that can be assigned to the 

profession).

Training and certification 

schemes for the profession 

(not the roles within the 

organization); professional 

organizations

Micro
The arrangements rule-makers 

are embedding into the inner-

workings of the organization.

The policies regarding the 

tasks and arrangements of the 

cyber-security officers and 

data protection officers within 

the organization.



Israeli cases of regulatory intermediation

Cyber Security
Data protection Environmental protection Banking

General Supply chains Direct regulation

Macro-level

*The Memorandum of the Cyber 

Defense and the National Cyber 

Directorate Act

A methodology that 

addresses the entire 

organization, including 

service providers.

*The Memorandum of 

the Cyber Defense and 

the National Cyber 

Directorate Act

A broad requirement to 

appoint data security officers

Sectorial implementation 

of cyber defense policy + 

a specialized cyber 

defense unit.

Proper Banking 

Conduct of Business 

number 361

Meso-level

Regulating the cyber defense 

profession into five professions + 

certifications

1. Use of legal and 

contractual mechanism

2. Questionnaire

3. A registry of certified 

examiners

4. Certification course by 

the Standards Institute

Micro

1. Ministries and 

governmental units

2. Critical infrastructure

1. Data security officers –

tasks and position.

2. Data protection audits

3. Specific data protection 

officers

Addressing cyber defense 

officers’ tasks within the 

organization

Designation of a 

qualified and 

experienced cyber 

defense officer



Cyber-security - macro

 August 2011 – Government decision 3611 to promote the Israeli national capability in 
cyberspace

 February 2015 –

 Government Decision 2443  “Promotion of National Regulation and Government Leadership in 
Cyber Protection”

 Government Decision 2444 “Promotion of National Preparation in Cyber Defense.” 

 December 2017 –

 In December 2017, Government Decision 3270 unifies the two governmental authorities into one 
unit: The National Cyber Directorate

 In the works

 The Memorandum of the Cyber Defense and the National Cyber Directorate Act

 Overall: 

 Macro policies establish authority, but the different Government Decisions do not deal with 
regulatory intermediaries, or the meso or micro levels. 



Meso: The Cyber Directorate Policy on

Regulating the Cyber Protection Profession (2015)

 Five professions:

 (Senior) Cyber Security Practitioner:

 Basic theoretical knowledge and hands-on capabilities tasked with implementation

 Certified Cyber Penetration Testing Specialist/expert:

 Relevant knowledge and high hands-on capability in finding weaknesses in cyber 

protection arrays and penetration testing

 Certified cyber forensics specialist/expert:

 Relevant (and up-to-date) knowledge and hands-on capabilities in investigating events

 Certified cyber security methodology specialist/expert:

 Extensive, deep, (and up-to-date) knowledge in the entirety cyber protection 

methodologies

 Certified cyber technology specialist/expert:

 Extensive, deep, (and up-to-date) knowledge in the entirety cyber protection technologies. 



Cyber threats in the supply chain

 Macro-level:

 Methodology how to map possible cyber risks and how to define proportional protection 

mechanisms to lower these risks

 Sectorial regulators can offer more detailed methodologies

 Micro-level (beyond the policies regarding CISOs):

 The methodology broadly addresses the organizational structure

 The methodology explains how organizations should address external cybersecurity risks that 

originate from:

 Contractors;

 Service providers 

 Applications used by the organization. 

 Step-by-step description how managers should map and respond to risks, as well as, how to 

assign responsibilities to the board, management, and employees.



Cyber threats in the supply chain

 Meso:

 Creating a methodology between the supplier and its consumer (an organization) regarding 

cyber-security requirements.

 The goal - help the supplier better understand what is a proper cyber-security protection.

 The system would easily send out questionnaires to survey service providers and contractors.

 About 90 questions relating to organizational cybersecurity practices

 E.g. protection of cloud services, requirements for secure development, etc.

 The “problem” –

 Self-reporting mechanism

 Reporting on the supplier’s status regarding the questionnaire 



From January 2019:

A list of certified examiners for the methodology

 Goal of the course: 

 Training and certifying professionals to examine the 
suppliers’ durability by completing a professional 
report.

 The report would enable the relevant body to decide 
whether to certify the provider.

 The course includes: 

 The national methodology, how to conduct a review, 
the cyber questionnaire and the cyber-directorate’s 
system.

 Basic requirements:

 Technologists with basic knowledge in regulation and 
global standardization of data security.

 Can provide guidance to an organization on data 
security and cyber security management.

The certification provided by the 
Standards Institution of Israel



Macro

The protection of privacy act

Mandatory appointment of a 
security officer (Article 17B):

Organization holds five databases that 
require registration

Public bodies

Financial and credit information: banks, 
insurance companies, and companies 
engaged in the rating or evaluation of 

credit

Accountability:

Regardless of the controller’s own 
accountability, the security officer is 

responsible for securing the information in 
the databases

Limitations:

A person convicted of an offense 
involving moral turpitude or of an offense 
under the provisions of this Law shall not 

be appointed as a security officer.



Micro

Article 3 to the Protection of Privacy 

Regulation (Information Security)

 Applies also for non-mandatory or self-assigned security officers):

 (1) Article 3 defines who the security officer is directly subordinate to

 (2) The officer prepares the information security procedures

Brings it to the database owner for approval (DPA: highest management).

 (3) The officer prepares a routine compliance program, implement it, and 

notify the owner and the manager of the database.

 (4) The officer cannot be in conflict of interests (but can do other tasks).

 (5) Additional tasks need to be clearly defined

 (6) The database owner must provide needed resources



Specific data protection officers

The Biometric Database Law 2009 

Tasked with the privacy of Israeli residents.

Reports annually to the ministers of the interior and of 

justice, the Knesset Committee, and the DPA

The minister of the interior (with approval) can 

regulate the tasks and method of operations of the 

DPO.

The DPO provides recommendations while regulating 

data transfers to law enforcement.

The Credit Data Services Law (2016)

Advices on implementing the Protection of Privacy 

Act.

Advices on public privacy complaints, on privacy 

impact assessments, and audits.

Develops a plan to guide for employees

Reports annually to the Chairman on risks and 

identified failures + recommends actions

Reports to the DPA on critical breaches of privacy.

The chairman can provide the DPO with additional 

tasks (must relate to privacy within the Bank)

Memorandum of the Cyber Defense 

and the National Cyber Directorate Act 

Supervises the implementation of the Privacy Act

Prepares an Annual workplan

Checks the privacy compliance of the Directorate’s 

procedures

Investigate violations, the DPA guides him/her

Reports to the DPA on his/her findings 

Monitors the corrections of deficiencies

Trains and guide employees

Prepares an annual report



Conditions for toxic waste permit

information and cyber protection

 The Hazardous Substances Law 1993

 Macro Goals:

 Part of decision 2443 from 15.02.2015 (Promoting government-lead 

national regulation in cyber defense)

 Use of regulatory tools to incorporate professional guidance for 

protecting cyber-space

 To prevent cyber attacks that can harm the environment, public health, 

or human lives.

 Creation of a cyber and information protection unit within the Ministry of 

Environment Protection.

Role: guidance, monitoring, and compliance of cyber protection, 

including sectorial policy and requirements



Conditions for toxic waste permit

information and cyber protection

 Macro

 The policy includes:

 Special (sectorial) impact assessment for rule-takers that require toxic 

waste permits

 Receiving information from the regulated market and the 

manufacturers association of Israel.

 Supplementing existing standards for construction + standards on cyber 

security (NIST CSF).

 The permit and policy presuppose (and require) the existence of a cyber 

protection officer tasked with guidance and implementation

 I.e. could there be a permit without a cyber protection officer?



Conditions for toxic waste permit

information and cyber protection

 Micro:

 Implementation requirement is given to the permit holder + the 

Cyber Protection Officer

Creating corporate policy and rules regarding computer systems, 

which if attacked/harmed can lead to a toxic waste event

Mapping all dangerous processes – including IT systems, Industrial 

Control Systems & Operational technologies.

Mapping all dangerous processes whether they can danger society 

during a cyber event.

 This is a risk assessment procedure (the cyber security directorate + 
sectorial adjustments) → followed by risk management policies.



Israeli cases of regulatory intermediation

Cyber Security
Data protection Environmental protection Banking

General Supply chains Direct regulation

Macro-level

*The Memorandum of the Cyber 

Defense and the National Cyber 

Directorate Act

A methodology that 

addresses the entire 

organization, including 

service providers.

*The Memorandum of 

the Cyber Defense and 

the National Cyber 

Directorate Act

A broad requirement to 

appoint data security officers

Sectorial implementation 

of cyber defense policy + 

a specialized cyber 

defense unit.

Proper Banking 

Conduct of Business 

number 361

Meso-level

Regulating the cyber defense 

profession into five professions + 

certifications

1. Use of legal and 

contractual mechanism

2. Questionnaire

3. A registry of certified 

examiners

4. Certification course by 

the Standards Institute

Micro

1. Ministries and 

governmental units

2. Critical infrastructure

1. Data security officers –

tasks and position.

2. Data protection audits

3. Specific data protection 

officers

Addressing cyber defense 

officers’ tasks within the 

organization

Designation of a 

qualified and 

experienced cyber 

defense officer



Discussion

 Macro:

 Almost no definitions of regulatory intermediaries in the Israeli cyber protection 
regime.

 Regulations and policy papers offer to fill this gap;

 These regulations and papers lack the authority to offer stronger protections and 
entitlements or institutional framework.

 Meso:

 The Israel National Cyber Directorate is the main rule-maker that promotes 
meso-level policy.

 In the past, planned to promote a broad policy to regulate the profession.

 Nowadays – meta-regulations (supply chain) and sectorial regulations.



Discussion

 Micro-level:

 The micro-level becomes the method for regulating Israeli cyber defense officers.

 Micro-level policies for cyber defense officers can be more susceptible for regulatory 
capture.

 As a basis for recommendations:

 The policy influences the internal self-regulation and norms of regulated organizations

 Cyber defense officers work between conflicting demands and interests 

 They need:

 Support by policymakers and regulators.

 For organizations down the supply chain (SMEs): guidance how to achieve 
compliance

 Help convince management to implement policies, undergo formal training, and 
receiving certification.

 Unlike with data protection officers, the regulation of cybersecurity officers is left vague.



Recommendations

Professional responsibilities

Need to discuss the cyber defense 

officers’ professional accountability

Need to discuss their independence

Professional responsibility can be 

regulated on the Meso-level by:

•The market; 

•The cyber directorate, or

•A professional association.

Entry and exit requirements

A need to develop mechanisms to 

maintain knowledge and proficiency

Sanction on misconduct and acting 

against codes of conduct.

Important in cases of contracted 

service providers: 

•Supply chains

•Where the company has no need 
for cyber defense policies + wants 
to get a license/permit.

Conflict of interests

Steps to favor public interests:

•Guaranteeing that the cyber 
defense officer can contradict 
economic interests

•Reaching the highest management 
position.

•Notifying the regulator before 
dismissal.

•Policymakers should require 
managers to provide officers with 
additional entitlements. – personnel, 
resources, budget, and facilities. 
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